Abstract-Faces convey a wealth of social signals, including race, expression, identity, age and gender, all of which have attracted increasing attention from multi-disciplinary research, such as psychology, neuroscience, computer science, to name a few. Gleaned from recent advances in computer vision, computer graphics, and machine learning, computational intelligence based racial face analysis has been particularly popular due to its significant potential and broader impacts in extensive real-world applications, such as security and defense, surveillance, human computer interface (HCI), biometric-based identification, among others. These studies raise an important question: How implicit, non-declarative racial category can be conceptually modeled and quantitatively inferred from the face? Nevertheless, race classification is challenging due to its ambiguity and complexity depending on context and criteria. To address this challenge, recently, significant efforts have been reported toward race detection and categorization in the community. This survey provides a comprehensive and critical review of the state-of-the-art advances in face-race perception, principles, algorithms, and applications. We first discuss race perception problem formulation and motivation, while highlighting the conceptual potentials of racial face processing. Next, taxonomy of feature representational models, algorithms, performance and racial databases are presented with systematic discussions within the unified learning scenario. Finally, in order to stimulate future research in this field, we also highlight the major opportunities and challenges, as well as potentially important cross-cutting themes and research directions for the issue of learning race from face.
INTRODUCTION
F ACE explicitly provides the most direct and quickest way for evaluating implicit critical social information. For instance, face could convey a wide range of semantic information, such as race, 1 gender, age, expression, and identity, to support decision making process at different levels. Behavior research in psychology also shows that encountering a new individual, or facing a stimulus of human face normally activates three "primitive" conscious neural evaluations: race, gender, and age, which have consequential effects for the perceiver and perceived [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] (see Fig. 1 ). Among which, race is arguably the most prominent and dominant personal trait, which can be demonstrated empirically by its omnirelevance with a series of social cognitive and perceptual tasks (attitude, biased view, stereotype, emotion, belief, etc.). Furthermore, it yields deep insights into how to conceptualize culture and socialization in relation to individual appearance traits, including social categorization [10] , [11] , [12] , association [3] and communication [13] . Therefore, the estimation of racial variance by descriptive approaches for practical purposes is indeed indispensable in both social and computer science. However, while race demarcation drives the intrinsically genetic variation structure of essential facial regions to gather more explicit appearance information, the core question emerges as the computational mechanism underlying this extraordinary complexity. This raises the following fundamental multi-disciplinary conundrum: How does a computer model and categorize a racial face?
To answer this fundamental question, numerous research consortium and scholars have developed intensive investigations from different angles. For example, psychologists have studied behavior correlations of race perception such as other-race-effect (ORE) and attention model (e.g., [2] , [8] , [10] , [14] , [15] ), which show existence of racially-discriminative facial features such as eye corners or nose tip (further anthropometric survey have confirmed those areas help to discriminate racial groups [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] ). Neurophysiologists have shown how race perception influences and regulates cognitive processes such as affection [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] and stereotype [26] , [27] . Computational neuroscientists have built models to simulate and explain 1 . In general English the term "race" and "ethnicity" are often used as though they were synonymous. However, they are related to biological and sociological factors respectively. Generally, race refers to a person's physical appearance or characteristics, while ethnicity is more viewed as a culture concept, relating to nationality, rituals and cultural heritages, or even ideology. For example, detecting an Eastern Asian from Caucasian crowd is a race recognition task, while visually differentiating a German and a French belongs to ethnic category and thus requires extra ethnographically discriminative cues including dress, manner, gait, dialect, among others. Since there are over 5,000 ethnic groups all over the world [1] , the idea of "ethnicity recognition" seems to be both questionable and impractical from current computer vision and pattern recognition point of view. Therefore, considering the soft biometric characteristics of distinctive human population, we prefer to use "race" as more suitable category terminology in this article. Nevertheless, for some of the existing papers in literature which have already used the term "ethnicity" but were indeed addressing "race" related issues, we have also cited and discussed those papers as well, in order to provide a comprehensive and complete survey on this topic. race perceptions (e.g., [3] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] ). Other cognitive experiments in [11] , [12] , [32] have also indicated the existence of racial features as a salient visual factor. Among the general public, the validity of racial categories is often taken for granted. Converging lines of investigations provide a sterling evidence of perceptual discrimination relationship (albeit a rather quantitative one) between the implicit racial category model and the explicit face representation. Following these quantitative analysis, computer vision scholars have been motivated to tackle the inherent problem of racial demarcation by building computationally intelligent systems capable of categorizing races.
Yet, intuitively straightforward as it might seem to be, the implicit underlying algorithm implementation tends to be complicated and diversified. First, the nomenclature of race is a perplexing picture, as being defined qualitatively rather than quantitatively, painted by diverse perspectives rather than unified aspects. The ambiguity of the definition leads to the uncertainty of both problem formulation and development of methods, which differs it from other facial information analysis, such as face recognition (a specific one-to-one matching problem); facial expression (six universal emotional status [33] ); and gender (only two classes). What's worse, the sensitivity to culture stereotype, racism and prejudice fuels much of the troubles, which in turn makes corresponding data collection and analysis difficult to carry on systematically. The controversy raised by definition ambiguity and the invalidity caused by data scarcity make computational classification approaches seldom work, which partially explains the scarcity of successful race learning methods and comprehensive perspectives compared to other facial data processing facets.
In spite of this, derived by burgeoning advances in applications such as security surveillance, human computer interaction, and bioinformatics, an increasing number of efforts have been reported toward race detection and categorization in the community. However, despite overwhelming theoretical principles, algorithms, applications and empirical results, there are relatively few crucial analysis that runs through these repertoire. Indeed, over the past few decades there have been several important work in face-based race perception available, such as [34] , [35] in psychology, and [36] , [37] in neuroscience. However, facing fast development of cutting-edge research and technology, reviewing efforts toward racial feature extraction and analysis cannot rely solely on these existing works due to following reasons: First, subjective cognitive experiments for testing human capability in race recognition cannot compare with automatic race recognition methods. Second, it is well known that automatic race recognition needs to be trained and generalized in a large-scale database, while subjects in traditional experiments can only face limited data displayed on screen. Third, emerging latest 3D scan technologies make 3D facial fiducial data far more convenient for computational recognition approaches rather than human perception, suggesting that existing survey papers may not be suitable for directing new computational research trends. Overall, the increasing contradiction between overwhelming social/scientific demographic data and scarce race mining methods calls for a comprehensive survey on computational race recognition to cover the state-of-the-art techniques and to give scholars a perspective of future advances.
Aimed at developing a unified, data-driven framework of race classification, the goal of this survey is to provide a critical and comprehensive review of the major recent advances in this field. Since "race" is a rather loosely defined and ambiguous term linked with multidisciplinary research areas, such a survey work would unavoidably be involved with a combination of both sole computer vision based analysis and psychological-physiological behavior experimental observation results. Note that while the former is the back bone of this survey, the empirical analysis and experimental support, however, come from the latter. In contrast to most previously published surveys in related fields, we focus mainly on the approaches that are capable of handling both computer vision and cognitive behaviors analysis. It is also noteworthy to point out that for face related research areas, there already exist several representative reviews and surveys, such as face recognition [31] , [38] , [39] , [40] , expression recognition [2] , [38] , [41] , [42] , [43] , age estimation [44] , [45] , [46] , gender recognition [45] , [47] , and even survey of face databases [38] , [48] . However, to our best knowledge, there is no such comprehensive survey on race recognition, which also motivates us to present a review for completing the gap and enriching the research forefront.
The rest of this survey is organized as follows: Section 2 describes race perception formulation from multi-disciplinary perspectives, which serves as the motivations and foundations for race recognition. With these sketches of theoretical and applicational opinions, analytical feature representation techniques of identifying a racial face are detailed in Section 3, which also provides an overview of racially distinctive feature representation approaches, such as chromatic feature, local and global feature extractions, enabling us to design discriminative classification systems. Section 4 presents a comprehensive review of the state-of-theart research on race recognition, including single-model/ multi-model race recognition, 3D racial face analysis, and The quick glimpse of the picture will activate three "primitive" conscious evaluations of a person: a young white female, although this figure was a computer-generated "artificial" face with a mix of several races. (Photo source: The New Face of America, TIME Magazine, November 18, 1993.) intra-ethnic recognition. In conjunction with reviewing of algorithms, we proceed to provide a summary and analysis of major available racial face databases in Section 5. In this section, we also provide several representative anthropometry survey data and racial face generation softwares. In Section 6, we highlight several representative applications of race recognition to demonstrate its critical potentials in a variety of domains, such as video surveillance, public safety, criminal judgement and forensic art, and human computer interaction. In order to motivate future research along the topic, we further provide insights on the challenges and opportunities of race recognition in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the survey.
HUMAN RACE PERCEPTION FORMULATION
Given its both theoretical and practical purposes, race perception is inherently a multidisciplinary challenging task linking various research fields together, such as psychology, cognitive neuroscience, computer vision and graphics, pattern analysis, machine learning, among others. Therefore, the progress during the investigation is undoubtedly contingent on the progress of the research in each of these fields. Our survey thus starts from the fundamental and analytical understanding of race based on interdisciplinary expertise.
The Conceptual Description of Race
We begin by briefly introducing the basic interpretation and conceptualization of race, which are crucial for providing information about the racial features of which recognition algorithms or systems are based on, thus, "What is race"? From the definition of Wiki encyclopedia, the term "race" is defined as follows [49] : "Race is a classification system, used to categorize humans into large and distinct populations or groups by heritable, phenotypic characteristics, geographic ancestry, physical appearance, ethnicity, and social status."
Apparently, this definition is very "fuzzy", so apt to perpetuate confusion and engender discord for developing race recognition systems. 2 For the research purposes, it is worth highlighting several important points of consensus that have emerged from psychological-physiological research traditions:
Perhaps the most prominent, yet wrongly understood aspect of race is the common trap of confusing race with skin color. Although classification by using skin tones will simplify the problem greatly (e.g., several attempts have used color to perform race classifications, such as [51] , [52] , [53] , [54] ), skin color is such a variable visual feature within any given race that it is actually one of the least important factors in distinguishing between races and consequently, should be taken with care in applications [55] , [56] , [57] , [58] (see Fig. 2 ).
Second, physical characteristics such as hairshaft morphologic characteristics and craniofacial measurements are viewed as significant indicators of race belongings. However, for computer vision methods, during preprocessing normally a face mask will be applied to cut them off, leaving only face region standing out, thus making those racial cues little assistance in applications. While in visual surveillance, those non-face visual appearances could be employed as apparent visual cues and provide salient features for subject tracking and recognition [59] .
Third, in an effort to define a clear pattern classification system, such aforementioned visible physical (phenotypic) variant features must be associated with large, geographically separable populations (groups). Therefore, it is commonly acceptable that, in a rough real-world application sense, classification systems designate these continental aggregates as race labels, such as the European/Caucasian race, or the Asian/ Mongolian race [60] , [61] , which are also known as the commonly perceived categories of race. Note, however, that such groups can range from three basic ones to more than 200 detailed branches, judged by the specific criterion [60] . Nevertheless, for practical computer vision based race classification system we suggest that seven most commonly encountered and accepted racial groups (African/African American, Caucasian, East Asian, Native American/American Indian, Pacific Islander, Asian Indian, and Hispanic/Latino, all these cover more than 95 percent world population) will be enough (see Fig. 3 for an illustration). Illustrative example showing that skin tone is not the major determinant of perceived racial identity: observers look at a series of facial photos where a central face (racially different from the surroundings) appeared lightened or darkened, which nevertheless produce no influence on their final race identification judgement of the central face. The behavior result showed that race perception is not determined by skin color information, but by morphological characteristics of the subject (Figure source: [55] ).
2. We would like to note that although most people think of races as simple physically distinct populations, recent advances from bioinformatics, on the other hand, demonstrated that human physical variations do not fit an exact racial model. Thus, there are "no genes that can identify distinct groups that accord with the conventional race categories" [50] . In a rough nut shell, the concept of race has no biological validity, which is a theoretically correct viewpoint that is conclusive but actually unpersuasive for computer vision based classification systems. This survey focuses mainly on physical traits which represents basic racial groups.
3. We would like to point out that the aforementioned discussion is a general statement after comprehending views from multi-disciplinary fields such as biomedical and genetics [62] , [63] , [64] , anthropology [60] , demographic census [65] , and other general perspective [66] . Apart from the five commonly accepted major race groups, Asian Indian and Hispanics/Latinos are included in our system due to their population ratio and general social/public acceptance, although they are generally not viewed as separate race groups (Also note that Hispanics and Asian Indian could be ideal for the multiracial people recognition, see Section 7.3.4 for details.). We believe that such a racial categorization system is suitable for computer vision and pattern recognition both from the research and application points of view. Note that, however, such a classification scheme can be very flexible and may vary in accordance with development of sociology and scientific discoveries in the near future.
Motivated by the above plethora of aspects, the definition of race classification in computer vision can be expressed as follows: Consider a data set P of all possible facial images I i , which are assumed to belong to several pre-defined racial groups G 1 to G n . A group G i is called racialized if its members can be agglomerated by either explicit or implicit patterns (physical appearance observations, such as skin tones, morphology, or feature vectors, etc.) to be appropriate evidence of ancestral links to a certain geographical region. 4 Accordingly, the race classification/categorization issue can be expressed as an exploratory image analysis from a statistical pattern recognition perspective, that is, to design a classification system which is capable of determining or inferring these racial identities from given facial images with minimum ambiguity.
Race and Other-Race Effect (ORE)
Principally related with the race perceptual model is the so called other-race-effect (ORE, also called "own race bias", "cross-race effect"). It means when given a face recognition task, human observers tend to perform significantly better with their own-race as compared to other-race faces (Fig. 4) , a concept with more than 40 years' history which has been documented repeatedly in numerous meta-analysis [34] , [35] . Though varied explanations have been proposed to account for ORE by ethographers, cognitive anthropologists, sociologists, and even policy and law enforcement officer [34] , [68] , the fundamental reason still remains elusive [69] . Nevertheless, it is interesting to point that there lies some subtle yet complicate connections between ORE and their influence on automatic racial face processing. For example, Phillips et al. investigated the ORE effect for face recognition algorithms [70] . They found that algorithms developed by Westerners tend to recognize Caucasian faces more accurately than East Asian faces and the vice versa, indicating face recognition algorithms also favor the "majority" race data in the database, just like what human subjects have shown for the standard ORE effect. Dailey et al. also found the existence of in-group advantage for seeking evidence and a computational explanation of cultural differences in facial expression recognition [71] . The transduced conclusion is that ORE affects the training of recognition algorithm (similar to human socialization), thus a balanced face database could be essential in the race recognition in order to counter the biased results. This is also related to the imbalanced learning problem from computational analysis point of view, in which interested readers can refer to [167] for a comprehensive and critical review.
Race and Physical Anthropometry
The definition of race emphasizes its conceptualism in an physical anthropology, which dates back even to Greek neoclassical canons (c. 450 B. C.) era. The born of anthropometry implies that race could possibly be measured and classified based on predefined standard measurements, with which a number of methods have been devised for calculating racial types [74] . Among which, L. Farkas was the known pioneer for establishing an index of 42 discriminative anthropometric facial points (ranked by mean and standard deviation) from a consolidation list of 155 cranio-facial anthropometric proportions [75] , [76] . More systematic review of inter-ethnic variability in facial dimensions [77] and recent survey results in American [16] , [17] , [18] and Chinese demographic data [72] . Left part: Western subject's gazing region for Western face. Right part: Eastern subject's gazing region for Eastern face. As can be seen from the figure, fixation distributions for both observer group varied significantly (color-area indicates the density of fixations), which can be roughly grouped into nose-centric for Western (evenly distribution across the face) and eye-centric for Eastern (biased for upper part of face). Biased attention may cause ambiguity in affective perception (Figure source: [73] ).
4. Note that physical morphology and geography not only play key roles as basis to justify the treatment in race classification problem formulation, they also make the definition flexible, which is in accordance with the fact that race is not rigidly defined as other facial traits such as gender or expressions. For example, given this definition, we can say a facial image I i is of the "White" race if "White" is a racialized group G i in data set P , and I i is a member. As Haslanger states: "Whether a group is racialized, and so how and whether is raced, is not an absolute fact, but will depend on hierarchical context" [67] . On this view, American Indians can be racialized and labeled both anthropometrically and algorithmically insofar as there exists enough representative and annotated images in data set, otherwise they could only be demarcated as Asian due to subordinated hierarchy relationship. Nevertheless, they still belong to a different "racial" group because of their distinctive features, even the exact definitions are missing. [19] , [20] , [21] have also confirmed statistically significant variances in facial anthropometric dimensions between all race groups. The highlights of these variations in inter-ethnic phenotypic differences pave the way of anthropometry based automatic race recognition.
However, the drawbacks of traditional anthropometric survey sampling methods (incapable of digitalization) and data (usually univariate, unable to accurately describe 3D shape) prevent it from direct application. Fortunately, the availability of the latest 3D scan techniques (e.g., Laser scanners, CT scanner, Ultra sonic scanner, PET, etc.) is a welcome stimulus to this challenging task, offering reliable and accurate digital head and face data. Nevertheless, a fundamental question is how to incorporate those anthropometric data into computer vision based race recognition approaches because anthropometric meaningful landmarks vanish in 2D frontal images. The survey results in [78] implied that the combination of 2D and 3D images might provide a feasible solution (Detailed in Sections 4 and 5).
Race and Cognitive Neuroscience
How we perceive and categorize race and how social categories of race are processed and evaluated have long been a central topic of cognitive neuroscientists. With the development of analysis tools (e.g., fMRI, ERP, EEG) [2] , [10] , [14] , [15] , [36] , [79] , [80] , [81] , [82] , [83] and theoretical cortex models embedded with computational algorithms [84] , [85] , [86] , the research on race perception by fusing those multimodality physiological data have been greatly expanded in recent decades. For example, temporal ERP observation results in [23] , [83] , [87] have shown that race based modulation can be activated as early as around 100 ms, and race effects have reported repeatedly among many essential ERP components, such as N170, 5 P200, N200 and P300 (see Fig. 5 for illustration). The fast response to race label implies that race categorization might occurs at very early stages of perceptual face encoding and thus can significantly influence face processing. Studies using fMRI and ERP to investigate the neural system sensitive to race consistently report activation in an interconnected regions, including amygdala [88] , [89] , [90] , [91] , [92] , anterior/posterior cingulate cortex (ACC/PCC) [87] , [93] , ventral/dorsolateral/Medial prefrontal cortex (VLPFC/DLPFC/MPFC), and fusiform gyrus (FFA) [94] , [95] , [96] . Fig. 6 presents an illustrative example of hypothetical race processing cortical areas. These fMRI results, coupled with the ERP data, confirm the key role race plays in a series of individual and social processing, such as stereotype [26] , [27] , prejudice [26] , [97] , [98] , emotional and affective regulation [73] , [99] , [100] , [101] , [102] , [103] , personality [104] , and other behavior and decision making applications [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] . The immediate implication of these studies are: (1) Race encoding and categorization are subconscious and mandatory; (2) There exists a specific race processing unit involved with other cortical processing (similar to face processing). Apparently, these behavior findings may shed light on developing cortex-like computational intelligent systems for race recognition.
As we could see from above, recent decades have witnessed a surge in understanding of how our brain percept and recognize racial face information, and the richness of perceptual experience also highlights the pre-eminence of race in automatic human demographic information categorization. It can be generally concluded that much of current research achievements have been guided by two following distinct yet closely connected approaches: one is driven primarily by implicit neurophysiological observation data, and the other is governed by explicit physical appearance and psychophysics. This suggests that, by melding neurocomputing models and physical discriminative features, the computer vision approach could establish a unified framework for race classification. However, simple combination will not facilitate definition of algorithms, rather, it leaves crucial questions. Indeed, as much as we understand where racial face encoding and decoding process are produced cognitively, very little is known on how they are represented, processed and interpreted by our visual system. Therefore, without guiding from computer vision by ERP potential peaking. Race sensitive modulation was observed mainly in N100 (mean peak latency around 120ms) and P200. Gender modulation was observed in P200 (mean peak latency around 180ms). N170 component indicates structural encoding of face (versus non-face). Social membership cognition was observed in P300. Data source: [83] . 5. For N170 component (modulation for face and non-face stimuli, thus, reflect structural face encoding), conflicting observations were reported concerning its sensitivity to racial faces. The reason might be due to variation of devices, subjects, and experiment conditions, the modulations may differ in response to various face stimuli, causing observation inconsistent or even fails among studies. Therefore, those results should be taken with care. models and decision making systems, the empirical experimental data accumulated so far, the design of intelligent bioinformatics verification platform, as well as smart HCI system will remain elusive. It is also important to note that rather than view visual-based racial face analysis as simply a hyperfusion center, where different aspects of computer vision theories, models and techniques being welded together, we claim it is more plausible to treat such racial face analysis as a particular subset of the more general cognitive systems which comprehends multi-modality perception characteristics of face (see Section 7.2 for detailed discussion on this prospect). When it comes to relevant real-world application, this boils down to two key questions: 1) Which parts of the face (by either arbitrarily dividing the face into several anatomically meaningful regions such as periocular regions, nose, and mouth; or simple holistic face) are most important for a given racial face classification/recognition task? 2) How to extract meaningful features from these face regions to train a corresponding classifier or build a model? Aiming to answer these questions, significant efforts have been made during the past decades for developing reliable appearance descriptors, compact representation methods as well as statistical discriminative classifiers, as will be discussed in following sections.
RACIAL FEATURE REPRESENTATION

Overview
To simulate how human visual system works for race perception, the first step is to find meaningful representation of the racial face one would like to recognize. Early works involve derivation of color, texture, and shape based algorithms, also called appearance-based approaches, in which color, texture, and geometric features were extracted from an racial face and used to build a model. This model was then fitted to the testing images for comparison and recognition. Advances in pattern recognition and machine learning have made this the preferred approach in the last two decades. Although simple, computationally efficient, and the performance is acceptable from engineering practice viewpoint, these methods actually don't follow the face encoding mechanism used by human visual system, which turns out to be feature based during the rapid categorization [105] . What's more, they would perform poorly when facing image manipulation such as scale and illumination variation. Later approaches followed feature based track and recent advances seem to consider both configural and shape features, making the algorithms more robust. We start by reviewing several standard techniques for racial feature representation in this section.
Racial Feature Representation
As racially distinctive information is encoded by the visual appearance of face, racial information processing system begins with preprocessing and extraction of race-discriminative features. The goal is to find a specific representation of the face that can highlight relevant race distinctive information. According to the influential multi-level encoding model [4] , [5] , human faces are distinguished by their characteristic cues, ranging from the basic global/ holistic level (also called first-order relations), to the detailed feature analysis (coined as second-order relations), till the final configural perceptions of both levels (for specific individual identification) [2] , [106] . The diagnostic race categorization requires knowledge from second order level, which means the main work of the current researches shall consequently be focused on race sensitive feature representation and extraction techniques. In the following we present these representative feature extraction methods and sort them qualitatively as opposed to quantitatively:
Chromatic representation. Two dichotomies commonly used for comparison in race classification are that of Asian versus Non-Asian, or Caucasian versus Non-Caucasian. Skin tones have long been employed as the primary features to perform such rough race classifications [51] , [52] , [53] , [54] , and the results seemed to be satisfactory. However, as illustrated previously, there exist several serious drawbacks for this rudimentary feature: First, there are many people from different racial groups who share same skin color. For instance, if judged by skin color, then all Southern Indian/Austrilian/ Melanesia/Africans would be clustered together for dark-skin tones, though they apparently belong to different racial identities. What's worse, skin color is highly sensitive in uncontrolled illumination environment and direct employment may cause severe errors [55] , [56] , [57] , [58] . To summarize, the strong claims put forward by sole skin color based race recognition can be safely refuted, not only on the basis of illumination variant characteristic of color appearance, but more compellingly because of the conclusive evidence from psychology studies [55] , which demonstrates that skin color bears virtually no relationship to race perception. Nevertheless, the contribution of these aforementioned researches lies in that visual appliances of chromatic attributes still remain essential since fusion of skin tone and facial metrics can by all means boost the performance on racial prototypicality judgement (see Section 4). Global feature representation. Holistic representation is arguably the most typical technique to be used in race recognition for its capability to preserve configural (e.g., the interrelations between facial regions) information, which is essential for discriminating race identity. For example, PCA is generally preferred to reliably extract and categorize facial cues to race [5] . Phillips and O'Toole et al. have investigated PCA-based methods in [70] , [107] , [108] , [109] , [110] , [111] with images from Japanese and Caucasian subjects, and their conclusion comfired that the race could be predicted with relatively good accuracy (! 80 percent) with PCA. PCA has also been successfully used in [112] for Myanmar and Non-Myanmar classification, in [113] for Arabic, Asian, and Caucasian classification, and in [52] for Asian, African-American, and Caucasian classification, even in neural visual processing for race categorization [111] . Those studies, together with exhaustive work [114] , [115] , provide evidence that the eigenvectors with large eigenvalues are referred to as visually derived semantic information about racial faces (see Fig. 7 ). In short, PCA is still one of the most frequently used statistical feature extraction methods in racial feature representation. Local feature descriptor representation. Compared with global representation, local feature descriptor has a number of advantages in the context of unconstrained racial face recognition. For instance, being viewed as a reliable and robust appearance feature descriptor, Gabor wavelet representation is undoubtedly suitable for race categorization applications such as in [116] , [117] , [118] , [119] . However, Gabor feature vector resides in a space of very high dimensionality, so dimension reduction techniques are needed to acquire a more sparse, decorrelated and discriminative subset. For example, Adaboost [118] , optimal decision making rule [120] and QuadTree clustering [121] have been employed to select a compact subset yet preserving the discriminativeness. Other local descriptors have also been investigated by scholars. Fu et al. embedded topographic independent component analysis (TICA) to form a hierarchical multi-level cortex-like mechanism model to recognize facial expressions for subjects from different Chinese ethnic minorities [122] . Experiments show that such an ICA-based system achieves a classification rate of 82.5 percent. Weber local descriptors, wavelet, and local binary patterns (LBP) have been investigated respectively in [123] , [124] , [125] , classification results on five race groups from FERET database showed their effectiveness and superior performance over holistic PCA. Other low-level based features such as gradient direction histograms, multiple convolution network generated features (Fig. 8) , and wavelet features were also discussed in [126] , [127] , [128] , [129] .
Other representations. Keeping in view of the above discussion it is hard to define the optimal representation 6 way of racial features in real-world applications, therefore several scholars have tried other alternative ways to preserve the configural racial information of the facial parts either implicitly or explicitly by compromising all those aforementioned representation methods to form a hybrid representation scheme. Such case can be exemplified by Ding et al.'s effort of boosting local texture and global shape descriptor together [130] . By doing so a holistic representation can be obtained for several local regions of face and similarly a local compact description can still be obtained by concatenating several locally processed regions of the face into one global vector. Those methods are still characterized as local since they use several local patches of the face, but they are simultaneously holistic in nature. Some of the typical combinations are fusing skin color, Gabor feature, local facial parts, and PCA together. As illustrated in the following section, this concept yields several unique approaches for race recognition tasks with satisfactory performance. To conclude this section, it is very interesting to discuss how human use different salient facial features for race classification. Ongoing efforts within cognitive neuroscience, pattern recognition, and advanced human-machine systems have indicated the hypothesis that racial face processing is actually a tradeoff between selectivity and invariance for efficiency and accuracy, with increasing complexity to facial appearance (rotation, scale, lighting, etc.). In other words, the racial face representation is rather dynamic and adaptive, corresponding to the recognition distance and image resolution. For degraded facial images due to distance, the racial face is basically treated as a whole object, in which skin color and holistic face information would be employed, which is fast and insensitive to local distortion and partial occlusion (glasses, hair, etc.). For dealing with high resolution image or close range, geometrical method and local representation will be involved for more effective visualization, which is computationally expensive yet more robust to 6. Although several other feature extraction techniques are available. For example, anthropometric measurements can statistically reveal the most important facial feature areas (e.g., mouth, eyes and eyebrows), they are excluded because they belong to directive statistical analyzing manner rather than learning. However, the detailed discussion of these techniques will be presented in next section. physical variation (pose, lighting). Close range discrimination process would activate algorithms focusing on racially salient face features (eyes, mouth, chin, and nose) and extract their correspondent geometrical points, as well as more compact representations. Processing these features will require pattern recognition techniques, which will be presented in the next section.
RACE CLASSIFICATION: STATE-OF-THE-ART
It is well recognized that face perception in nature is piecemeal integration process [131] . Accordingly, facial components for race classification are processed in a holistical and comprehensive way. Eye tracking results [73] , [102] clearly reveal that there exists a ranking list for those racially sensitive facial components, implying a configural relationship among these features/regions. For example, the eyes and nostril part have been consistently reported to be the most robust parts of the face verification, they will naturally provide essential information that has to be taken into account of race classification. Below, we exhibit those feature's contributions from a fine-to-coarse roadmap, which corresponds to the recognition accuracy from the intrusive, close range in which single model will be sufficient, to the distant, non-intrusive range, which requires cooperation from multiple modality features (see Fig. 9 ).
Single-Model Race Recognition
As mentioned above, behavior observation data have shown that explicit racial categorization task is closely related to a comprehension work, in terms of both overall physical appearance featured (such as skin tones) or local discriminative regions (such as eye socket and nose). Consequently, it is reasonable that multi-modality approaches shall outperform either mode alone. However, restricted by the data set and computational burden, the majority of research has been focused on single model based race classification. Below we present several characteristic single model based approaches using various facial parts.
Iris Texture
Iris is arguably the mostly exploited biometrics in all kinds of subject verification and identification applications. Statistically significant race differences in retinal geometric characteristics have been reported in several behavioral studies [132] , [133] . The study of employing iris image on race classification initiated from [134] , which had used Gabor feature and Adaboost selection combination on a combined iris data set for two-races classification. Their conclusion was that iris is race-related, a result which has been further confirmed by [135] , [136] , [137] , [138] , [139] , [140] , all of which fit well with race recognitions (Asian/Non-Asian, Asian/Black/Cucasian). Specifically, Qiu et al. [135] investigated the relevance between race group and iris texture, with conclusion that race information is illustrated in iris texture features, with best classification rate of 88.3 percent by SVM. Similar results were obtained by Lagree and Bowyer [138] with 90.58 percent using sequential minimal optimization algorithm. Zarei and Mou [136] applied multilayer perception (MLP) neural networks to achieve the corrected recognition rate of 93.3 percent. The top result is 96.7 percent from [137] with the combination of supervised codebook optimization and locality-constrained linear codeine (LLC). However, reminding that in typical real-world applications race is always viewed as a crucial and coarse soft-biometric cue, thus normally required being identified from distance or low quality video in a non-intrusive and computationally efficient manner. Therefore, iris-based race recognition, as an intrusive and complicated acquisition procedure, is more theoretically feasible rather than practically applicable. Iris texture categories that are closely correlated with race may be of value in data retrieval system issues.
Periocular Region
Compared with iris, periocular region (including eyelid, eyelash, canthus or epicanthal, among others) is more easily acquirable, rich in texture, and more quantified as useful biometric area (e.g., canthus is essential for differing Caucasian from other races because Caucasians tend to have a distinct cusp, see Fig. 10 , for example). The idea that periocular region contains discriminative racial information has received increasingly empirical confirmation recently, even in infrared images [141] . Among which, Lyle et al. [142] have used periocular region to perform race identification as Asian/non-Asian. Local binary patterns and grayscale pixel intensity have been used to evaluate their proposed system on the FRGC face data set and a baseline accuracy of 91 percent has been achieved. Li et al. [143] have investigated distinguishing features around the specific eyelash region, they located eyelash region by using active shape model (ASM) to model eyelid boundary and extracted nine local patches around it. The goals were to segment eyelash and to generate global eyelash direction distribution descriptor with which the nearest-neighbor classifier was performed. Their experimental results showed 93 percent accuracy for East-Asian/Caucasian classification. Xie et al. [52] have used kernel class-dependent feature analysis (KCFA) combined with facial color based features for largescale ethnicity classification. Focusing on the periorbital region, the facial color based features were employed to incorporate with the filtered responses to extract the stable ethnicity features. Compared to previous approaches, their proposed method achieves the best accuracy of ethnicity classification on a large-scale face databases and the standard MBGC face database.
Holistic Face
Up to now, most existing approaches have been focused on holistic, frontal faces (see Fig. 11 for illustration). The early work originated from Gutta et al. [144] , [145] , [146] who have reported systematic investigation of using RBF neural network with decision tree for race classification on FERET database. Their best performance was 94 percent. Guo and Mu [147] have adopted biologically-inspired features in their ethnicity classification system. It showed that the proposed ethnicity classification algorithm's accuracy can be as high as 98 percent within the same gender group. They further investigated the canonical correlation analysis (CCA) in solving the joint estimation problem of three facial cues (race, gender, age) simultaneously [148] . Their results showed that CCA could derive an extremely low dimensionality in estimating these demographic information, indicating the potential for practical applications since CCA is very fast and computationally convenient. Lu and Jain's work [149] can be viewed as a classical example for performing race classification on holistic facial images, which employed LDA in an ensemble framework of multiscale analysis for Asian/non-Asian classification task. The experimental results on a manually mixed database acquired 96.3 percent accuracy overall (best 97.7 percent). A more sophisticated probabilistic graphical model based method has been proposed in patent [129] , which constructed a filter pool for facial images and chose ethnicityrepresentative filter groups for given ethnicity class to build an ethnic class-dependent probabilistic graphical model. By computing the likelihood score from responses to each models of test image the classification result can be inferred. However, the racial group numbers and the algorithm's performance were not stated.
As mentioned above, compared with cropped face, extra frontal facial regions (such as hair) and their combinations with specific facial components (such as eyes and nose) have also been investigated to enhance the overall recognition performance. Li [150] has acclaimed a patent for ethnicity classification, in which a combination of features, namely block intensity and texture feature (BITF), and a LDA classifier were proposed to four racial groups (Asian, Caucasian, African and others). The contribution of this method is that the inventor took soft biometric features (hair color, eye color and eyebrow-to-eye metrics) into consideration, further boosting the system's performance. Lei et al. [151] have proposed another comprehensive approach using four face components (whole face, eyes, nose and mouth) and four low-level feature (HoG, color moments, Gabor, and LBP), a 16 combination (e.g., <eye, Gabor> ) sets were formed. A two-level learning strategy (SVM and Adaboost) was applied to find the optimal relevance among the face region and feature (e.g., <whole face, color> is effective for African attribute). Then sparse coding has been adopted for face retrieve framework. The highlight of their work was the experiment on a considerably large-scale Flickr data set of more than 200k face images, achieving a significant improvement of hit rate@100 (from 0.036 to 0.42).
Particular attention should be paid on an interesting template-based ethnicity classification work by Manesh et al. [120] , who have employed optimum decision making rule on the confidence level of automatically separated face regions using a modified Golden ratio mask. Instead of performing Gabor feature extraction and classification directly, extracted Gabor feature vector of each patch was treated as a single pattern classification problem and recognition accuracy of these classifications indicated the confidence level of each patch for ethnicity classification, which were fused together to acquire final classification results. In a combined database from FERET and CAS-PEAL for Asian/Non-Asian classification, they obtained recognition results as high as 98 percent.
The fusion of both global and local facial features for race classification has also been exploited by scholars recently. For example, Salah et al. [125] proposed a fusion scheme which used block-based uniform local binary patterns and Haar wavelet transform. K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) classifier on EGA database for three races (European, Oriental, African) classification obtained average results of 96.9 percent. Fig. 11 . Framework of a typical racial face processing system. Following the basic visual cortex scheme, the preprocessing part includes the detection of facial regions, illumination normalization, and edge detection. The second level functions like Gabor filter, sending output to the perceptual level for extracting features robust for selectivity and variance, after being grouped and classified, the category level gives the output [122] .
3D Faces
2D based racial face classifications normally encounter the difficulty when facing geometric and illumination variation, to which 3D model based approach is rather insensitive. Recently several scholars have began their research for 3D racial face classification without the associated texture or photographic information. To this end, facial geometrical structure is explored for potential discriminativeness. Lu et al. [152] has proposed an integration scheme of using both registered range and intensity images for ethnicity identifications. Toderici et al. [153] proposed a framework for both ethnicity and gender based subject retrieval. Using pure facial-structure-based metric function measured from Harr wavelet and CW-SSIM (structure similarity) coefficients, they evaluated four types of classification methods: KNN, kernelized KNN, multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) and learning based on wavelet coefficients. They reported high level of classification performance on FRGC v2.0: 99 percent mean accuracy for MDS. Their results indicated that it is possible to recognize race information with only 3D mesh of human face. Similar results have been reported by Ocegueda et al. [154] , who also investigated finding the most discriminative regions of the face for 3D racial face classification. Using Gauss-Markov posterior marginals (GMPM) for computing discriminative map of subjects from BU-3DFE database (Asian/White), they performed cross validation on FRGC v2.0 for the aim of comparing with Toderci's work. The results turned out to be very competitive with a much simpler linear classifier. However, their work was based on the assumption of smooth distribution of facial discriminative information, i.e., it is unlikely that a small isolated facial region contain high discriminative information while its neighbor regions do not. From a computational point of view, there is no guarantee that this assumption can be generalized to other races. Zhong et al. incorporated Gabor features with QuadTree clustering to form a visual codebook for both western and eastern subjects [121] by using Max distance function and fuzzy membership function, they proposed a fuzzy 3D face categorization approach, which reached performance as high as 80.16 percent for eastern and 89.65 percent for westerners on FGRC 2.0 3D face database. However, a rough two-class categorization limits its further analysis and it remains unknown whether their method is suitable for 2D face problem. Ding et al. [130] proposed a combination method of boosted local texture and global shape descriptor extracted from 3D face models. Oriented gradient maps (OGMs) were used to highlight ethnicity sensitive geometry and texture feature sets. Experiments carried out on FRGC v2.0 data sets obtained performance up to 98.3 percent to distinguish Asians/non-Asians. In total, all representative achievements have been carried on FGRC for Asian and non-Asian, it is of interest if the generalization can be extent to multiple classes recognition problem.
Other than traditional approaches, recent studies on physical anthropometry have led to the investigation of using 3D anthropometric statistics for race categorization and related face analysis. From Section 2.4 we know that physical discriminative facial traits vary cross different racial groups, most of which are located in flexible areas such as mouth, nose, eyes and eyebrow. Correspondingly, building a 3D high-definition head-face model (such as the one used in [155] , see Fig. 12 ) is a pre-stage work for reliable and accurate detection of those landmarks. An anthropometric face model has been built in [156] , in which crucial facial feature region was identified by using eyenose triangle relationship and 18 most discriminative facial feature points were detected separately by using histogram and contour following algorithm. An ethnicity specific generic elastic model from single 2D image was proposed in [119] for further synthesis and recognition (Fig. 13) . The whole anthropometric discriminative structure of race and location of facial fiducial landmarks could be perfectly revealed by those models. Other from 3D race models, how to explore the feature selection during race information processing is also essential. Berretti et al. [157] , [158] have investigated the individual relevance of variation of local facial regions and different ethnic groups in 3D face recognition. The aim was to identify the most relevant features for different ethnic groups. Experimental results on the FRGC v1.0 data set showed that the most relevant information for the purpose of discriminating two racial groups (Asian and Caucasian) is captured by the spatial arrangement between (3, 7) and (4, 5) pair, respectively. It represents a viable approach to improve recognition accuracy, by enabling training more accurate classifiers on specific ethnic groups (see Fig. 14) . Gupta et al. [155] , [159] Fig. 12. The anatomically anthropometric landmarks used in [155] . It should be noted that those landmarks are highly redundant, therefore, how to chose a distinct subset according to some predefined criterion is essential. Fig. 13 . 3D generic models and depth image of different races used in [119] for 3D reconstruction.
have extracted a highly compact anthropometric feature set including 25 facial fiducial points associated with highly variable anthropometric facial proportions. Sukumar et al. [160] have used facial anthropometric data to learn structurally discriminant features in 3D face on a racially diversified database. Their experimental results are two-fold: (1) a sparse facial fiducial distance set (e.g., the vertical profile, jaw-jaw distance, depth of nose, and depth at the eye and chin to neck distance features) which contributes most for race discrimination; and (2) the specific anthropometric features have great potential for race categorization/ classification. In summary, robust automatic location of facial fiducial landmarks (makes algorithm reliable) and effective selection of facial anthropometric proportion (makes algorithm computationally efficient) are two essential steps for guarantee of these methods' success. In fact, in vast majority of these researches, including those conducted by the authors of this survey, great care should be taken to tune the preprocessing parts, including aligning, marking, measurement, in order to minimize any difference between race categories, in terms of the low-level geometrically physical attribute of individual subjects. Therefore how to facilitate those pre-processing steps is still open question for further research exploration.
Dynamic Racial Face
Current methods are trained on the still images sets and thus could only apply off-line. Shakhnarovich et al. [161] have proposed a unified learning framework which could classify ethnic groups with a real-time manner. Their real-time demographic (race and gender) classifier was built on fast face detection algorithm. Harr wavelet function was used for ethnicity feature extraction which was further filtered by Adaboost. The key concept lies in evaluation of a classifier cross time by temporal integration of a decision criterion DðtÞ
which allows for combining classifier output at each time frame throughout a video sequence. Experimental results on both still image sets and video clips verified their approach. Although the data set was imbalanced (nonAsians outnumber Asian) and classifier was simple binary, it offers a direction for on-line potential applications on low quality video surveillance in future.
Multi-Model Race Recognition
Up to now, lots of effort on the race classification have been focused on using single modal, which may cause uncertainty when facing degraded images. This uncertainty could arise from a number of factors, primarily with the following two: the explicit physical nature of racial face (for instance, the variation of skin color even within same race group), and the implicit inherent transformation of these physical cues into cognitively meaningful categories. Intuitively, a multimodality fusion scheme is the straightforward way for uncertainty reduction. This suggests data association and comprehension techniques are required for measurement of multiple sources, both within and across modalities. Recently a few studies have investigated feasibility of using multiple modalities integration for the task. Zhang et al. explored the ethnic discriminability of both 2D and 3D face features by using MM-LBP (Multi-scale Multi-ratio LBP) multi-modal method [162] . Another promising approach on multi-modality based race recognition is the fusion of face and gait. Empirical results from the preliminary investigation [163] suggested significant role of gait biometrics in conjunction with face biometrics as potential candidates for more advanced race identification techniques. It should be pointed out that Zhang's team has been very active in multimodality fusion based ethnicity classification problem. Recently they have further extended the fusion research by introducing a cascaded multi-modal biometrics system involving a fusion of frontal face and lateral gait traits in [164] . Their conclusion was that the combination of gait cues in long distance and frontal Gabor facial features in short distance could perform ethnicity recognition effectively and thus significantly improved the overall classification accuracy. For example, over 99.5 percent classification accuracy was reported on the FRGC v2.0 database in [162] . In summary, research on multi-modality race classification has witnessed significant progress in the last few years. The proliferation of literature in this direction also indicates that more various multi-modal data should be employed, such as affective cues or audio cues. Correspondingly more multimodal data fusion methods should be investigated, such as HMM-based fusion or NN-based fusion.
Intra-Race Recognition
As far as race categorization is concerned, most of the exiting efforts studied the basic race groups (African Americans, Caucasians, Asians, in some cases with Asian Indians) due to their relative discriminativeness, their marked representation, and the availability of relevant training and testing material preparation. There are a few tentative attempts to analyze patterned difference on non-universal, sub-ethnic groups, such as Koreans, Japanese, and Chinese (including both identity and expression) [122, 178, 180, 181, 182] . Though being supported by the physical anthropometrical evidences, performing those intra-race group categorization still needs much more accurate classifiers and support from deliberately displayed, large scale, racially diversified facial datasets, including both neutral and emotional faces. Recently the researches have switched from widely separated populations, both geographically and culturally, to more closely related but ethnically distinct groups, such as [158] , showing the five most relevant iso-geodesic stripe pairs for Asian and Caucasian subjects.
East and South East Asian [165] . Particularly, Duan et al. [117] , [166] have suggested distinct differences maybe exist even in the same ethnic group geographically, this has been supported by astrometric characteristics among three Chinese ethnic groups (sub-ethnic groups in Mongoloid (Zhuang, Han, Tibetan)). With respect to these geometrical variations, three elastic templates of all ethnic groups were built. Using features extracted by Gabor wavelet and KNN classifier, performance of the approach was verified on an ethnic data set. Their results indicate that it would be of interest to sort and detect all those essential facial characteristics among intra-ethnic groups. However, since the definition of subdivisions of racial groups lack concurrence, the generalization of such methods rely on the concept from physical anthropology heavily.
To summarize this section, Table 1 provides an overview of the currently existing exemplar systems for race categorization with respect to the utilized facial features, classifier, and performance. We also mention a number of relevant aspects, including the following:
Type of the utilized data (subject background), Type of the approaches applied (feature representation and classifier), Databases used (race category and number, other information). Considering the benchmark results listed in the table, we could see a clear trend in increasing performance over the years as methods have become more sophisticated and training data sets have become larger. Apparently, more feature combination and more sophisticate algorithms, as well as novel algorithms which are capable of learning from imbalanced data (refer to [167] for a comprehensive survey on imbalanced learning) would allow to further improve quality. However, we already notice that existing data sets reach saturation (most results are in the range 95-98 percent of the perfect solution). We believe it is time to move towards even larger data sets, and to include subsets recorded under real-world conditions (more race categories, illumination and view variance, etc.). This is going to be discussed in next section.
RACIAL FACE DATABASES
It is well known that for any facial information analyzing system, if the training data is not representative of the test data which an algorithm relies on, the performance of the algorithm could deteriorate. This has been repeatedly confirmed by many large-scale face recognition tournaments, such as 2002 NIST face recognition vendor test (FRVT) [28] , 2006 FRVT [29] , [30] , and 2010 NIST multi-biometric evaluation [175] . Therefore, one can find that the majority of race face recognition researches, correspondingly, were based on those commonly accepted representative databases, such as FERET [176] . Although not intentionally designed for racial face processing, these databases's large-scale and relatively comprehensive race composition characteristics provide a more or less significant contribution for most early work on racial face recognition.
However, researchers have gradually realized that the performance could not always be guaranteed on these traditional, non race-specific face databases. Indeed, many face databases employed are actually race ill-balanced, sometimes scholars have to combine several databases together to perform multi-race classification [116] , [120] , [125] , [177] . Therefore, a sufficiently large and fairly representative racially diverse face database, though resourceintensive, is by all means necessary and important promise for assessment and evaluation of currently developed algorithms. The merits of designing such a racially diverse face database are listed as follows:
To be able to obtain pre-annotated, preliminary race categorization for retrieval or verification tasks while other databases are incapable of acquiring. To provide uniform representative racial information for discovering the deep cognitive mechanism underlying face perception. To pave the way for a through and systematic study of how certain factors such as race, gender, age, emotion interactively influence the automatic recognition of faces. Due to the aforementioned merits, recently, several scholars and research institutions have began their exploration in this area by setting up racially diverse face databases. In this section we begin our discussion by briefly reviewing the current publicly available face databases 7 that are of demonstrated uses to scholars. Table 2 presents an overview of these noteworthy databases that have been ever reported in literature. For each database, we provide following information: 1) Subject background (i.e., race/ethnic groups, gender, other demographic information), 2) Capture environment (i.e., indoor/outdoor, multiillumination, pose, accessaries), 3) Affection information (i.e., whether the facial expressions are captured and/or categorized), 4) Sample size (the number of subjects and available data samples. Such as photos or videos, whether being sampled according to some statistics or randomly). Based on Table 2 , it is apparent that most databases have considered many real world situations and have their own unique characteristics. We highlight several representative and commonly used databases with their major characteristics as follows: 1) Texas 3D face database. This database includes 3D images from the major race groups of Caucasians, Africans, Asians, East Indians, and Hispanics. This database have already been testified by some anthropometric based algorithms [155] , [159] . 7 . Note that several databases listed in the table are actually common ones in face recognition field. However, considering that many early race recognition approaches have been evaluated on these data sets, we still list them for the aim of presenting a comprehensive review. On the other hand, for those data sets not frequently used but may have potential contribution to the field, we also list them for researcher's convenience. However, we will not introduce them in detail for the space issue.
Major Representative Face Databases
TABLE 1 Commonly Used Methods for Racial Face Recognition
Notes on the table: Not all datasets give training data and testing data, therefore they are not listed. Accuracy means the best results for all possible race groups. N/A means the information is not given in original paper.
2) The CAS-PEAL (Pose, Expression, Accessory, Lighting) database. This database has been considered as a major Chinese face database and is now mainly used for face recognition and related applications. Consequently, it is often been treated as an Asian subset to be combined with other races to form a balanced test benchmark for race recognition [120] , [125] , [177] . 3) CUN database. This database includes 56 Chinese "nationalities" or "ethnic groups" (see Fig. 15 ), which covers variations in facial expressions, illumination, background, pose, accessory, among others. This database is still under construction for including 3D face subset, and will be released once finished. We also note that there are some specific race-oriented databases such as Iranian face database (IFDB) [179] , Hajj and Umrah database (HUDA) with middle-east Asian database [190] , Indian face database [191] , as well as FEI with Latin ethnicity database [192] . It is therefore convenient to integrate these single race data set to create a more heterogeneous and representative database for race recognition. For example, the EGA face database can be viewed as a typical example of such kind [177] . Also, BU-3DFE database [186] would be quite useful in 3D race recognition and racially diversified facial expression recognition.
We would also like to note that in addition to these aforementioned face databases, there are two additional categories of data sources which are of particular interest to the race-face learning: anthropometric demographic survey data and race face generation software. In the following two sections, we briefly review these two types of data to provide a complete survey of the racial face databases.
Anthropometric Demographic Survey Data
As mentioned in Section 2, anthropometric surveys have always been an valuable resource for carrying out race categorization. We list several representative anthropometric surveys concerned with facial anthropometric information.
CAESAR, also called Civilian American and European Surface Anthropometry Resource [193] . The CAESAR project was the first anthropometric survey to provide 3D human models with spatial landmarks. Data were gathered in North America, Netherlands, and Italy (13,000 3D scans from 4,431 subjects). CAESAR has been used by Godil et al. [40] for face recognition using both 3D facial shape and color map information, satisfactory results were obtained. NIOSH (National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health) head and face database. The main body of data consisted of 947 data files in the format of a Unixbased, 3D package called INTEGRATE [16] , [18] . Each file contained 3D coordinate locations of anatomical landmarks for one individual with demographic information including race, gender, age, and traditional anthropometric measures were collected. SizeChina, being viewed as the first 3D head and face scan survey for the adult Chinese population [19] . It has collected high resolution 3D data from over 2,000 adult Chinese subjects. Thirty-one facial landmarks were used for statistical analysis and to create a high definition 3D anthropometric head and face model. SizeChina has been used for revealing some subtle facial dimension variations between Chinese and Caucasians in [20] , [21] . USF, short for the University of South Florida (USF) Human ID 3D database [194] , sponsored by the US defense advanced research projects agency (DARPA). It contains 100 laser scanners aligned to a 3D reference model of 8,895 facial points. USF database has been used for several face recognition applications.
Racial Face Generation Software
Apart from these aforementioned standard databases, the emergence of artificial face generation software should also be viewed as a great supplement. They offer systematic parameters of specific features of facial structure and more general properties of the facial demographic information (race, age, gender). For example, FaceGen Modeller [195] , a commercial tool originally designed for face generation in video games (Singular Inversions Inc), has been widely used for creating and handling realistic 3D facial stimuli in over 150 ways, including race, age, facial expression and gender (see Fig. 16 ). Another noteworthy software is FACSGen [196] , [197] , a synthesized lib which can import any face exported from FaceGen Modeller. With a friendly UI, users could manipulate up to 150 high level morphological topology of a face. Though being argued on the effectiveness and validity of application (generated face models in this way lacks detailed texture and scale), these softwares have already been widely used for social Fig. 16 . 3D facial stimuli generated by FaceGen Modeller [195] . Fig. 15 . Diagram showing the whole configuration of the CUN face database (with varying poses, expressions, accessories, illumination, photographic room and a multi-camera system [122] , [174] . cognition, cognitive neuroscience and phycological research areas related to face perception and recognition [198] , such as face sensitive perception [104] , other-raceeffect [103] . It is reasonable to believe that in the near future more racial face related softwares will emerge with the proliferation of racial face needed research areas.
RACE RECOGNITION: REAL-WORLD APPLICATIONS
As an essential facial morphological trait, race perception keeps affecting our daily life. With the changing of views towards the race issue due to globalization, the everincreasing facial data for both social and scientific research purposes, new emergence of devices and support from government agencies, increasing applications and related projects have been explored. Salutary examples of race-sensitive application include the following:
Biometrics based individual identification. Racially diverse structure is inherent within facial appearance and is echoed in both human descriptions and bioinformatic representation. Therefore, race could be used to classify an individual in coarse and broad categories, helping to refine the further discriminative recognition and identification tasks. For example, in a racial/ethnic database where women with Hijab, or men with beard or mustache are crucial features in Muslim community such as Arabian countries [59] . Race could be especially useful for being incorporated into video surveillance systems [127] , [173] , [199] , [200] for security, public safety, offender identification and forensic evidence collection. Increasingly terrorists' threats call for close integration of reliable development of such race/ethnicity sensitive information extraction and correspondingly intelligent video surveillance system, which are capable of providing meaningful analysis and extracting categorical information (such as race and gender) from poor quality video without need to recognize or identify the individual. Notable examples include Demirkus's prototype system using soft biometric features (ethnicity, skin tone, hair color, and age) to tag people in a multiple cameras network environment [173] , and Bellustin's instant human attributes classification system, with embedded classifiers for race, age, and gender recognition [170] . Indeed, in certain specific applications of video surveillance where a face image is occluded or is captured in off-frontal, illumination-challenging pose, race information can offer even more valuable clues for face matching or retrieval. In short, the employment of racial trait recognition is highly expected to improve the face analysis performance when appropriately combined with a face matcher [116] , [169] . Video security surveillance and public safety. Race identification, along with other soft-biometric information (such as hair color, eye shape, gait, gender, age, among others), can be embedded into a high-end video surveillance analyzing system. Such an intelligent analytic solution can be applied in airports and other critical infrastructures to prevent crime by comparing images detected by the system against a preset blacklist database. Also note that fast racial group identification helps to facilitate database retrieval by discarding subjects not belonging to the specific race category. Such a video-based predictive profiling strategy has already been proven to be quite useful in aviation, maritime, mass transportation, and other open environments, such as large retail malls, parking lots, private and governmental office buildings, recreational centers and stadiums (see Fig. 17 ). On one side, in limited and defined circumstances, race sensitive identifier may be appropriate to protect public safety, and assist in the investigation of potential hazard activity. On the other side, the extraction of race sensitive information also helps to build more intelligent surveillance system for privacy protection, which could generate a video stream with all privacy-intrusive information encrypted or scrambled, such as PrivacyCam [201] .
Criminal judgment and forensic art. It is well known that race can be considered as critical ancillary information that is useful for forensic experts to give testimony in court of law where they are expected to conclusively identify suspects. For example, eyewitness identification, as one of the most important methods in the criminal scenery investigation, apprehending criminals and direct evidence of guilt, can be volatile by facial recognition deficit due to the cross-race effect or ORE (see Section 2 for ORE). It has been arguably speculated for contributing to unequal treatment or wrongful conviction of innocent ethnic minority group members [202] . Research on stereotyping in the United States also reveals that persistent racial prejudice influences the criminal justice system heavily [203] , [204] , [205] . The dilemma among law enforce officers and witnesses in process of identity parades addresses the necessariness of automatic race/ethnicity analysis techniques. For instance, intelligent video cameras installed in criminal scenery could offer persuasive evidence of objective race or soft-biometric information identification, which is helpful for cross validation, thus preventing false-positive identification of suspects. Also, computer-based race synthesis can significantly enhance the efficiency of the forensic artist while providing photorealistic effects needed [206] . By considering separate databases for different race groups, forensic scientists minimize the probability of unfair decisions against members of minorities [61] . Enlightened by the social and scientific significance, it is important to consider how analyzing racial identities impact policy making, law enforcement, and criminal judgement procedures. In short, computationally intelligent race recognition algorithm could certainly provide quantitative and descriptive evidence that can be used by forensic examiner in the courts. Human computer interface (HCI). Racial cues are perhaps best exemplified by their potential to the computer-consumer interaction factor. By identifying user's race/ethnicity belongings or corresponding culture background, race/ethnicity homophyllic services (or virtual agents with sociodemographic characteristics) can offer customers racially/ethnically congruent services, thus prohibiting the potential hazards of being offended by cultural/ethnical taboos and undesirable effects [207] , [208] , [209] . The next generation of service robot should respond respectfully and effectively to people of all race/ethnicity belongings in a manner that recognizes, affirms, and communicates in cross-race situations. For example, in an appropriate settings to increase the quality of services (QoS), such techniques can be quite useful in public service environments (such as hospital, health care center, museum, etc.), where a smart HCI system or an avatar [210] , [211] , [212] can detect subtle, appearance-based or behavior-based racial (even culture specific) cues, then offer services such as the choice of speaking English versus Arabic or other alternatives. These systems will ultimately change ways in which we interact with computer vision based programs.
RACE RECOGNITION: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
What Have We Learned So Far?
We have reviewed five key topics on race recognition so far: problem motivation and formulation, racial feature representation procedure, models and methods, race face databases, and applications. Based on which, lots of noteworthy discoveries have been discussed in several directions in the various branches of racial face learning. Below we briefly summarize and highlight what we have learned so far from these intensive, multidisciplinary research over the past decades.
Categorizing and Classifying Races
The nearly 99 percent accuracy of Toderici et al.'s work [153] indicates that common approaches such as similarity metric Fig. 17 . Systematic illustration of a computationally intelligent biometric video surveillance system. From the top: the first level divides the input data into two branches: physical body tracking and face tracking. With interaction of databases, in the person session the system focuses on the overall biometrics such as height, behavior and trajectory following; while in the face session the system mainly concerns about detailed facial information, such as facial expressions, gender, race, identity, etc., in a coarse-to-fine order. Weighted outputs are sent to fusion center where the final decision making is performed. The system can be accomplished in a multi-camera networks. The extraction of these biometric sensitive information also helps to build intelligent CCTV for ensuring privacy.
model could achieve satisfactory result without using anthropometric feature points, which paves the way of using traditional face recognition like method to perform race recognition, and this has been confirmed by a bunch of papers. However, it should be noted that these satisfactory performances are based on high definition 3D mesh models and on rather simple and easily separated subject groups such as Asians/Caucasians. When these two assumptions do not hold, performance of such systems cannot be guaranteed. As a facial cue sharing both holistic attributes and localized subtle variations, the categorization of race can be accomplished both by holistic approaches and local feature extraction methods, which depends on granularity of the problem. Thus, the accuracy and importance of the racial diversity identification differs across application background. Available methods reflect these differences, but only in a rather rough way (such as Asian/Caucasian), while failing to account more diversified classes or categories. This will usually require the development of more detailed and accurate models linking discriminative feature extraction methods, multi-level racially distinct information fusion logics, and comprehensive decision making units. With the establishment of large-scale, racially diversified face databases and the development of more computationally intelligent, cortex-mechanism like approaches, more specific modeling methods and categorization applications will soon be tractable and feasible.
Race Categorization by Anthropometries
The next noteworthy achievement is the comprehensive framework of understanding and categorizing race in ways of physical anthropometric parameter and ad-hoc assumptions, in terms of both 2D/3D face data sets. Being viewed as a visually based stimulus category defined by the statistical variability of faces from within and across demographic categories, statistically significant differences have been observed among the race/ethnicity groups. The detection and extraction of facial features relevant to those physical differences are practically essential for building reliable anthropometric based race categorization. We list several noteworthy contributions in this field. Nevertheless, the inborn inconvenience of differences in traditional anthropometrical measurements which could be cumbersome in study design, measurement protocols, and statistical analysis, which prevents further robust analysis of the measurements, and the problems of robust and accurate location of those anthropometrically distinct facial fiducial feature landmarks. However, with fast development of 3D digital photogrammetry and scan technology with which accuracy, reliability, precision could be available [19] , future improvements would be directed to the further detailed analysis of discriminative feature landmarks for race classification.
Racially Diversified Face Databases
Building practically useful face data set for race recognition has been actively pursued since last decade. We have listed all the representative databases in this research field, with detailed analysis in terms of parameters. More importantly, we also present the successful launching of several representative 3D human body databases, a natural wealth warehouse for carrying on anthropometric based race classification, which provides an opportunity to improve the current research standards by offering anthropometric measurements. It is reasonable to presume more joint research will be carried on both physical anthropometric data and facial image data in future. Current 3D anthropometric surveys created to date focus largely on Western populations, therefore the basic 3D head shape of a significant portion of the world's population remains unknown, which should be viewed as a future research direction [19] , [20] , [21] .
What Could We Do Next?
Based on our current understanding of this challenging topic from multiple disciplines and existing technologies, there are several important future directions to further improve general race recognition. We highlight a few of which to motivate future research and development in this critical field.
Real-World Learning
The real challenges in race classification, as mentioned in this survey, are how to get satisfactory classification performance in both real-world scenarios and in a massive scale. Traditional race classification is usually carried on a carefully designed face database, which provides clean and cropped frontal face images. The generalization to real world application encounters the problem of complicated, low-definition, varied illumination video cameras installed at airport, metro systems, shopping malls, etc. Extra challenge comes from the fact that traditional frontal view based methods may fail when dealing with non-frontal, multi-view face images. For example, skin tone or color attributes have long been considered as an essential part in most majority of racial face recognition. However, it must be pointed out that most crime cases empirically happen at night, in which the night-vision security camera systems could only provide inferred photo/video without color information. In such cases, more accurate identification algorithms are required. Promising directions include anthropometry and combination with other soft-biometrics, such as gait. A recent emerging direction is to use silhouette methodology (shape context based matching) (see Fig. 18 ). Empirical results from psychology [213] and computer vision [165] , [214] have both confirmed silhouette's potential in race categorization. However, silhouettes lack texture and color information, which have been widely considered to be critical to perception and recognition of race [213] . Therefore, the best way would be a multimodality fusion framework addressed as follows.
Multi-Modality Framework
Judging from Section 4, the current perspective is that human race categorization involves multiple physical facial cues integration, each modality encodes compact feature which is specific to the representation of each module. In a variation of this view, one racial face is subdivided into several racially discriminative cues, each of which is associated with particular reliability, availability, and their corresponding weights. This view to racial face classification confirms roughly to what we know of neurophysiology and psychology. Therefore, extracting racial cues through either multi-sensor system or by multi-algorithm system would be the next logical step. One advantage of such framework is that each physical trait can be assigned with different weights concerning with the contribution to the final decision level. For example, front face geometric feature usually is more informative than skin color feature while silhouette is even weaker, thus minor weights will be assigned to the latter two traits, in contrast to the more accurate information. Such framework would by all means reduce the false recognition rate. On the other hand, different with multimodality system, the idea underlying a multi-algorithm system is that different features and/or matching algorithm will emphasize different aspects of the test subject, therefore their combination may give birth to an improved performance. Very recent empirical results from Scheirer et al. [215] have confirmed the potential of Bayesian fusion framework by combining descriptive attributes.
Manifold Learning
A face image lies in a high-dimensional space, but a class of images generated by latent variables (race, facial expressions, gender, pose, illumination, etc.) lies on a smooth manifold in this space [216] . Therefore, a key issue in race categorization is through projecting the face images into low-dimensional coordinates [217] . Many manifold learning models such as locally linear embedding (LLE), ISOmetric feature MAPping (ISOMAP), Laplacian Eigenmaps, Reimanian manifold learning are available. Although none of them has been applied to the issue of race classification, the methodology applies quite naturally. Generally, if we consider a set of training face sequences of C race groups, then the procedure of race manifold learning and classification can be briefed as defining the face manifold of the racial group from training data and test new data by computing the predefined projection distance. It should be pointed out that not only race category information, but other demographic soft biometric information applies as well, thus a multi-manifold learning framework could be built. It is reasonable to see more literature on this research direction in the future.
New Frontier: Emerging Opportunities and Challenges
In this section, we mainly focus on the future development of racial face recognition, referring to application potentials that come from different research directions. We would like to note, since racial face processing is a rapid developing field, we acknowledge there are intensive efforts in the community to study different aspects of racial face recognition and related tasks. For instance, 3D racial-head-face modeling in product and comics design, and the influence of racial face in social perception, are out of the core scope of this survey paper, therefore will not be discussed in this section. The goal of this section is aimed at answering the two following questions: What are (what should be) the next important research directions, and how do these fields and related methods give rise top performance in application tasks? These two questions provide the key new directions of both theory-driven study of racial face recognition, and the use of racial cues to the future more comprehensive and robust computer vision systems in various applications.
From 2D to 3D Facial Data
We acknowledge that current 2D racially face classification systems have already achieved "satisfactory" performance (at some extent) in constrained environments. However, just like other facial cues (express, age, gender, identify, etc.) they also face with difficulties while handling large amounts of facial variations such as head pose, lighting conditions and facial expressions, especially when all these factors combined together. For example, there is no report on race recognition with varying lighting and viewpoint situations. Real world applications, such as video security surveillance system, may require the ability of identifying the racial category of subject of interest captured in an uncooperative environment by using PTZ camera, which also poses challenges to 2D based racial face recognition methods. Three-dimensional based systems, on the other hand, are theoretically insensitive to illumination and pose changes, therefore can be viewed as potentially perfect way to further improve the classification results. Furthermore, it has been shown by several demographic surveys and statistical studies that integrating 3D face information could lead to an improved performance of race categorization. Although 3D face data (there are already several head-face demographic survey results based on both high definition 3D scanners and cameras) can make sufficient use of the comprehensive physical structure of head and face, thus offering far more reliable information and being robust to those aforementioned 2D drawbacks, they could not be simply applied directly to the algorithms. For example, even if 3D racial face models are theoretically insensitive to pose and illumination changes, they still need to be registered in an appropriate way before matching step [243] . Natural outdoor lighting has proven to be very difficult to handle, not simply because of the strong shadows cast by a light source such as the sun, but also due to distortion of face shape (e.g., irregularly squinting eyes, frowned eyebrows, and smiling lips) caused by subject facing towards direct glaring lighting source, which may fail 3D model considerably. Moreover, the issue of facial expression inuences (for example, a surprised Asian female face) is even more difficult than that in 2D modality, because 3D racial face models provide the exact shape information of facial surfaces, which might cause problems in matching [241] . Overall, feature extraction methods based on various criterion and proper registration with mapping issues further call for a comprehensive framework linking physical anthropology and geometric appearance based computer vision methods together, providing supervised guidelines for these algorithms. There is still long way to go before any satisfactory results can be obtained at meaningful scale.
From Isolated to Comprehensive Analysis
It must be pointed out that in an effort to study active and dynamic facial information, race, including other basic facial component analysis, must be embedded into a more comprehensive framework. In cognitive psychology, race has been reported to affect both facial expressions and emotion by observations that emotional faces are not universal and tend to be culture dependent instead. A series of investigations on the impact of recognition accuracy cross training and matching on cross races in [71] , [107] , [108] , [109] , [110] , [169] , [175] , [218] , [219] further explored and confirmed the existence of inherent bias phenomenon on face recognition. In particular, experimental results in [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [68] , [169] , [175] , [220] , [221] , [222] have shown that both commercial and nontrainable face recognition algorithms consistently tend to perform lower on the same cohorts (females, African American, age group 18-30), which indicates that it is possible to improve overall face recognition accuracy by either separately fusing multiple weak recognition algorithms (e. g., race sensitive algorithms trained on different demographic cohorts), or by setting up a comprehensive, balanced face database. Gender perception also differs across race, indicating the existence of culture-specific stereotypes and concepts of gender [223] (But see [224] ). Strong "other-race effect" was found in age estimation [225] . While in turn, all those facial cues will interact and modulate the race perception as well. For instance, Guo and Mu [147] found that race classification accuracies tend to be reduced up to 6-8 percent in average when female faces are used for training and males for testing. We shall also notice that to our best knowledge, there is no attempt in the existing literature to recognize race under emotional status. All the aforementioned discussions imply the opportunities of potential extension of racial face analysis from a single model categorization to a comprehensive multi-modality analysis, which calls for further advancements ranging from the fundamental principles, algorithms and architectures, to broader applications.
From Computational Intelligence to Computational Neuroscience
The inspiration of this section comes directly from the fact that recent advances in computational modeling of the primate visual system have shown deep insights of potential relevance to some of the challenges that computer vision community is facing, such as face recognition/categorization in complex environment, motion detection and human behavior analysis [230] . The problems of race perception and classification is closely related to cognitive inference and pattern recognition on these behavior data. While previous contributions are appreciated, the field of race recognition still lacks computational guidance from high level cognitive supervision. Quantitative psychophysical and physiological experimental evidences support the theory that the visual information processing in cortex can be modeled as a hierarchy of increasingly sophisticated, sparsely coded representations, along the visual pathway [174] , [226] . Therefore, characterizing and modeling the functions along the hierarchy, from early or intermediate stages such as LGN, V1, are necessary steps for systematic studies in higher level, more cognitive tasks of race recognition. There are several cortex-like models proposed in recent decades [84] , [85] , [86] , [227] , [228] , [229] , [230] , [231] , combined with the illustration shown in Fig. 19 . Particularly, the very recent pioneering work of Ahmed et al. [126] used hierarchial feedforward convolutional neural network model with transfer learning to perform race classification. Being simple to be implemented and adaptable, the 3-class race classification on FRGC v2.0 data set obtained performance up to 94 percent. It is therefore very likely that near future will see the emergence of more computationally intelligent models emulating brain-like process for race perception and processing. Another noteworthy fact is that most existing algorithms have focused on commonly used feature extraction methods. Very recent behavior experimental results [37] , [232] , [233] , [234] , [235] suggest that race category can be perceived by selective attention (see Fig. 19 ). A promising direction for future research, therefore, is the development of recognition models that take visual attention models [236] , [237] , [238] and eye tracking data [232] , [234] into account. However, there is no such principled computational understanding of race by explicit attention model, which should also be clarified in the future. In an effort to explore the possibility of how computational neuroscience can help us build better computer vision and machine learning systems on race classification, the solutions go beyond the scope of computer vision field and require collaboration from multi-disciplinary communities. In summary, our work suggests a more nuance of understanding of how race classification functions both in perception and in computer vision, which may inspire new approaches to higher-level social categorization and perception.
From Single Race to Mixed Race
Last but not least, as worldwide racial mixing accelerates, any definitive identification of pure race based on physical appearance will undoubtedly become more problematic and less explicit. The result is the emergence of more raciallymixed people who tend to be more average looking, in aesthetical way. However, categorization of such kind of people usually leads to unexpected obfuscation, making the task even more discredited than the challenging illusive definition of race itself. That is why race recognition is much more difficult than other facial trait recognitions. The most commonly mixed-racial people we may encounter are biracial, which consist the representation or combination of two separate races. Typical examples of multiracial people include Hispanics/Latinos(admixture of Caucasian, Native American, Caribbean, African/African American, as well as Mexican-American [62] , [65] ), Asian Indian, and admixture of Caucasian-African American. The classification of mixed race has its unique importance to the overall race classification framework. For example, this could be of help in next generation design of human-computer-interface system. A computer trained by existing monoracial categories to categorize multiracial people may cause unanticipated trouble in such situation, which implies the importance of the capability of computer vision systems to make categorizations of multiracial people as multiracial [239] . Therefore, simply assigning any logically complete, consistent, and determinable categorical labels to these mixed-racial faces will fail to make any kind of objective and substantial sense [242] . As the dichotomy vanishes gradually in these multiracial subjects, the multiracial classification problem will be different from regular race recognition, since traditional racial categorization is viewed as dichotomous, as an "either/or" question (One subject could be either Asian, African American, or Caucasian, etc.). This judgment is then made difficult by the ambiguity of a multiracial person confronting them [239] . However, very recent reports [239] , [240] indicate that multiracial people could be harder yet still recognizable. There are two possible ways to work along this direction to solve the problem. One is to follow traditional face recognition approaches. A multiracial data set could be established, including as many multiracial people as possible with specific labels such as Asian-Caucasian, Asian-African. Statistically discriminative features (LBP, HoG, etc.) are expected to be extracted by training enough data, then a classifier (could be a Decision Tree, kNN, Neural Networks, Bayesian method, etc.) can be learned for testing when given new images. Using fuzzy-based rules and membership functions are also promising techniques to describe the rough categorization of subjects. These categories could be included into traditional race data sets, and new trained classifier could be aware of that other than single race output (Asian, Caucasian, etc.), there could be other biracial output as well; Another possible way is to build specific 3D model of multiracial people using anthropometric data and landmarks. Although till now there has been little to no theoretical development on this direction, it is clear that either way would need strong backup from sufficiently large-scale dataset, which is also why we call for new comprehensive data set in previous section.
CONCLUSIONS
Race is in the face. We notice it both from embedded explicit physical appearances and implicit cognitive process. Recent developments in multidisciplinary scientific research and new technologies and tools make it possible to learn race from face by using pattern analysis and machine intelligence approaches. Over the decades, we have witnessed tremendous efforts and progresses in understanding the computational aspects of racial face learning. This survey provides a comprehensive and critical review of the research in facial image-based race recognition, perception, synthesis, and application. We begin this survey by describing the concept of race and several disciplines of relevance to provide a solid foundation for race recognition and perception. Then we present a systematical review of the state-of-the-art research and development on learning race from face, including racial feature representation, race classification, racial face databases, and real-world applications. Finally, we provide our discussions on the future research directions on this important topic, with the highlights on critical challenges, opportunities, and new frontiers of learning race from face.
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